HiTech Sport’s Adjust A Goal range of basketball height adjusters allow all ages into the game, and makes your facility “user” friendly to even the youngest of players giving them the ability to compete at heights that are fair and fun for them.

- Allows universal height adjustments between 2400mm (8’) and 3050mm (10’)
- Goal height indicator located on the unit for accurate adjustment.
- Compatible with our FIBA certified roof and wall mounted basketball systems.
- Suits both our glass and Fibreline backboards.
- Manually operated as standard using an awning style hand crank. (Key operated electrical operation upgrade on request).
- Goal has direct structural mount, and is secured to frame and not to backboard alone.
- Features a unique spring activated manual locking mechanism eliminating any “drift” of the backboard height.

Check the online video for a full demonstration of this system.

**Upgrade to an electric height adjuster.**
Add a motor kit to upgrade or convert a manual height adjuster to electric.

Simply turn the key to effortlessly raise or lower the backboard for players of all ages and heights.

---

**System:** Basketball  
**Product Code:** BBAAG BBESR BBSTR BBESW BBSTW

**Related Products:**
- Basketball
- FIBA Equipment & Venue
- Gared

---

**CONTACT US TODAY FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**  
www.hitechsports.com.au  
info@hitechsports.com.au  
PO Box 38 Wilston Qld 4051  
1300 500 314  07 3168 2978

Specifications may change without notice. 15/04/2019